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Abstract: The paper presents the results of geophysical measurements that were carried out in the
vicinity of the water dam/water reservoir supplying the city of Bielsko-Biala with drinking water.
The measurements were performed in order to non-invasively detect faults, fractured zones and
areas filled with breccia, which may be, at the same time, a preferential path of groundwater flow.
The aforementioned factors influence the stability of the dam. The general identification of the
examined media was realized by the electrical resistivity tomography method. The ERT surveys
were supplemented by capacitively-coupled resistivity. The electrical methods allowed them to
recognize geological settings, indicate possible fault locations, and point out the fault plane as a path
of water flow. The ground penetrating radar method detected fractured and filled water areas and
underground water paths in the dam’s forefield as a result of the method’s very high resolution. The
high resolution seismic reflection method provided a clear and high resolution image of the relatively
deep geological structure and verified a location and the run of the faults. In general, the complex
geophysical-geological interpretation enabled classification of the unconsolidated/fractured zones
associated with faults as a place where the erosion process is the most intense and can bring danger
on the dam. Finally, it was confirmed that the area should be the subject of geophysical monitoring.

Keywords: water dam; hydrotechnical construction; geophysical methods; water flow

1. Introduction

Hydro engineering constructions are crucial for protecting human lives and activities.
Regrettably, the technical condition of this type of construction in many countries is not
satisfactory. As an example, the statistics from Poland show that over 60% of the whole
levees is over 50 years old [1]. In the present case, the water dam is almost 100 years old
and was built in an area with a complex geological structure (Carpathian flysch) [2–4].
Moreover, the area has not been properly recognized from a geological point of view.
The dam construction is at risk, as evidenced by the constantly appearing new cracks
and changing levels in piezometers (during the measurements session the water level
decreasing). In addition, recently (August 2021) the water level in the piezometers has
been increasing and the phenomena is correlated with the rainwater afflux from the nearby
mountains. These factors show how the hydrogeological situation is complex. All things
considered, in our research we perform a general geological recognition with the use of non-
invasive geophysical methods. To choose the optimal geophysical method, we conducted
literature research. Secondly, we want to verify what is the reason for the change in the
water level. We consider the following scenario: (1) water flows from the Szyndzielnia pick
(Figure 1B,C), (2) water flows under the dam construction. The first case has weaker sides.
First of all, the water flow from the mentioned mountain is not able to cause such changes
(cracks, etc.) in the dam construction. The second scenario is the worst-case scenario. The
question is if there is any obvious path of water flow or maybe flowing is realizing through
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the whole porous/cracking medium. The following question concerns both cases. It is also
possible that both scenarios are realized at the same time.
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Figure 1. (A) General location of the investigation site; (B) location of water dam near the city of Bielsko-Biala (district:
Wapienica )—www.google.pl/maps, accessed on 1 October 2021; (C) aerial view of water dam [5]; (D) site of geophysical
survey in front of water dam [4].

In the next stage the literature study was performed. In general, the paper touching
on the topic of applied geophysical methods to recognize internal structure of the dams
and its vicinity is not so wide as in the levee case.

On the whole, in the available papers there are a few methods that may be applied
for the examination of hydrotechnical constructions and their subsoil. Electrical and elec-
tromagnetic methods were predominantly applied for this purpose, as well as seismic
techniques. Herein, the following geophysical methods should be mentioned: standard
(i.e., short-offset reflection profiling) ground penetrating radar (GPR) method [5,6], non-
standard GPR surveys [7–11] where the different antennas orientation can be used to pro-
vide a more reliable picture of the internal structure of the dam or also can be use the GPR
attributes to pick weak zones in the studied medium. One of the most used methods in this
case is also electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) called also the resistivity imaging (RI).
In most cases 2D ERT technique was applied [12,13]. It is worth mentioning, the prior
mentioned methods are commonly applied techniques and the most effective to study
the dam vicinity. The electromagnetic profiling (EMP) method also called the ground
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conductivity meter (GCM) is less popular than the previous one and It uses to relatively
fast recognition of the levee [5]. Occasionally, other geophysical methods were used, e.g.,
seismic surveys, i.e., reflection, refraction and MASW measurements [14], microgravimetric
technique [15], very low frequency (VLF) method, radio-magnetotelluric (MT) method,
infrared (IR) method, self-potentials (SP) method, acoustic emission (AE) [16] and LiDAR
technique [6,17].

Based on the performed analysis, for our study we choose the GPR, ERT and seismic
method. We also planned to test capacitively coupled resistivity method (CCR), which
in the literature is considered as the method gaining popularity. We also spotted that
the problem is the introduced methods are very often used separately. That provides an
additional ambiguity to the results of the geophysical research. To avoid this, a compre-
hensive geophysical approach should be used, involving a few geophysical methods that
complement each other.

2. Study Area

The following paragraph presents general information concerning the water dam and
its subsoil; this information was gathered on the basis of analysis of reports prepared by
Oboza [3] and Bojarski [2].

The water dam was built on the streams called Wapienica and Barbara, before World
War II and its exploitation began in 1933. It was built to supply water to the city of Bielsko-
Biala (Figure 1B). The body of dam, which has a length of 312 m, is made of concrete
(Figure 1D), however the last 60 m of the water dam (Figure 2) was constructed as a
concrete core earth dam. The height of the dam near the geophysical profiles equals 19 m
measuring from the terrain surface, but the total height of the dam equals 27 m (Figure 3A).
The body of dam consists of 17 concrete blocks (Figure 3B—only a small proportion of the
blocks were shown) with dilatation gaps between several blocks; the gaps are sealed with
copper plates and bitumen. The width of the dam at the base is 20 m and 3 m in the top
part (Figure 3A).
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The identification of geological structures located under the water dam was started
in part before World War I and resumed before the Second World War, using techniques
typical to those times, i.e., general geological charting, excavations/trenches and several
boreholes. In the area of the dam, under the thin layer of soil and weathered diluvial
sediments, sandstones and mudstone shales of the Carpathian flysch were detected. The
aforementioned formations were created in the Cretaceous period and they sink towards
the south-western direction with an angle of 15–20 degrees. In the central and north-
western part of the dam, thick layers of sandstones occur which are interbedded by thin
layers of shale. The most complicated geological settings occur in the south-eastern part of
the dam, where the geological medium was strongly deformed by tectonic phenomena.
This, in turn, caused highly fractured rocks and a lot of rock breccia occur in the subsoil
of the dam faults (Figure 4). This resulted in an easy flow of groundwater along the
preferential migration paths from the Szyndzielnia mountain (Figure 1C) to the region of
the south-eastern part of the dam (Figure 2). As a result of the underground water flow,
a suffusion process appeared and instability of the slope in the south-eastern part of the
dam was observed (Figure 2—the region around and below the building named N-157). A
complicated geological design resulted in the last 60 m of the dam being constructed as a
concrete core earth dam (Figure 2) and the underground water in this part of dam were
captured by the drainage system and discharged into the reservoir.

Between 1933 and the 1990s, only minor repairs of the dam were carried out. During
one of the repair periods (1962–1967), an injection of liquid cement into the fissures existing
in the body of the dam and bitumen was inserted into the dilatation gaps. General
renovation of the dam was conducted between the years of 1991–2017 in several stages.
During of one of the renovation stages, between 1997–2000, cracks, micro-caverns, and
zones with higher porosity existing in the top part of the dam which were filled by an
injection of liquid cement. For this purpose, boreholes drilled from the top of the dam with
a constant distance of approximately 0.7 m were prepared. Additionally, boreholes drilled
from the gallery (Figure 3A) were prepared for the injection of filling material (liquid
mixture of cement and slag) into the geological medium with a depth of approximately
12 m under the basement of the water dam. The injection carried out in the body of the
dam was monitored using the seismic tomography technique [18] and the result of filling
the fractures located under the dam was analysed by GPR surveys carried out from the
gallery (Figure 3A). The high-resolution GPR technique was also applied in 2019 for the
detection of the fissures and higher porosity zones in the body of dam, which were not
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filled in 1997. The complex interpretation of seismic and GPR measurements performed for
the examination of the body of dam will be presented in another paper. The information
presented above, concerning the injection of different materials into the body of dam is
important, because, most likely, a part of these materials got through into the subsoil of the
dam in the region of the geophysical surveys (Figure 2—region of profiles marked with “1”).
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Figure 4. Excavation made in the slope of the Szyndzielnia mountain (the south-eastern part of the
dam) during the building of the water dam in Wapienica site [4].

The boreholes drilled for filling the fractures in the dam generated additional infor-
mation from the geological structures located directly under the dam, i.e., to the depth
of 36–46 m (counting from the top of the dam). A thick layer of yellow and yellow-grey
fractured sandstone was discovered, while the fractures were very often filled with clay.

In the 1990s, an intensification of the suffusion process and the outflow of under-
ground water to the surface was observed at the slope in the south-eastern part of the
dam (Figure 1D, Figure 2—below the building named N-157). Therefore, in the years
2001–2002, in the earth part of the dam (Figure 2), an injection of filling material into
the fractures was performed. At the same time, cleaning of the drainage system located
in this part of the dam was carried out. These means only partly solved the problems
caused by suffusion. Therefore, in 2006 an additional drainage system was designed and
fitted below the building named N-157 (Figure 2). This drainage system gathered the
surface and underground waters in front of the dam and drains the waters to the Wapienica
stream, below the dam. This additional drainage system is important because a part of the
geophysical surveys were carried out near this system (Figure 2—profiles marked “1”).
The aforementioned drainage system consists of several vertical boreholes with a diameter
of 0.6 m, filled with gravel, which are connected to each other. Unfortunately, the existing
of the pre-war drainage system as well as the additional drainage system did not reduce
markedly the suffusion process and the geological medium in the south-eastern part of the
water dam is still unstable.

In the next section, selected results of geophysical surveys carried out in the bottom
part of the slope of the Szyndzielnia mountain (Figure 1C,D) and in the area of the south-
eastern part of the water dam (Figure 2) are presented.
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3. Results of Geophysical Investigations

As mentioned in the introduction, the geophysical methods were applied for non-
invasive detection of faults, fractured zones and areas filled with breccia in the subsoil of
the water dam. The presence of such features in the rock-mass causes creation of preferen-
tial paths of groundwater flow which strongly influence the instability of the geological
medium as well as underground and surface technical infrastructure plus buildings.

In this section, the results of the preliminary geophysical surveys carried out along the
profiles designed alongside and perpendicularly to the slope (Figure 2) are presented. For
surveys, the following complementary methods were chosen: two wave-field methods, i.e.,
Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) and seismic techniques and two geoelectrical methods, i.e.,
Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) and Capacitively-Coupled Resistivity (CCR) technique.

3.1. GPR Surveys

The short-offset reflection surveys were carried out along the profiles GPR-1 and
GPR-2 (Figure 2), however they were preceded by the WARR measurements performed
along the 10-m-long profiles named: GPR-WARR-1 . . . GPR-WARR-10, designed alongside
profile GPR-2 (Figure 2).

All terrain surveys were carried out with the use of VIY georadar system (produced
by Transient Technologies—www.viy.ua, accessed on 1 October 2021). A standard (i.e.,
co-pole) orientation of the antennae with frequency of 125 MHz (max. depth penetration
of approximately 15 m and mean resolution in dry sandstone of approximately 0.25 m)
and 70 MHz (max. depth penetration of approximately 30 m and mean resolution in dry
sandstone of approximately 0.5 m) was applied. Traces were recorded with a constant
distance interval of ∆x = 0.1 m (for 125 MHz antenna) and ∆x = 0.2 m (for 70 MHz antenna).
To improve the signal/noise ratio, 8-times stacking was applied during data acquisition.

All radargrams presented in the paper were subjected to standard signal processing
using ReflexW software [19]; a detailed description of radargram processing may be found
in literature [19–21].

Along profile GPR-2, additional GPR reflection surveys with different antennae orien-
tations (and consequently with different polarizations of electromagnetic wave) were per-
formed; the profiles for such surveys were named: GPR-POL-1 . . . GPR-POL-5 (Figure 2).
For radargrams recorded along these profiles, more advanced processing was applied—the
following procedures were used: signal declipping, phase correlation, 1D median filter,
dewowing, DC shift, analysis of polarity, Butterworth time-depended filtration, energy
decay analysis, background removal, spectral whitening, 2D average filtration, envelopes
(counted from Hilbert transform), morphology filtration. Detailed descriptions of the
above-mentioned procedures may be found in [19,22].

The amplitudes on the radargrams were normalised to a maximum amplitude of the
Direct Air Wave which allowed for a comparative, qualitative interpretation.

From among 10 WARR measurements, only 3 delivered satisfactory recordings (Figure 5).
The velocity of the Direct Ground Wave (DGW) varied from 0.065 m/ns to 0.09 m/ns and
the velocity of the Reflected Wave (RW) varied from 0.045 m/ns to 0.065 m/ns. Finally,
for the time-depth conversion of radargrams, a constant mean velocity of electromagnetic
wave equal to 0.066 m/ns was assumed. It should be noted that the velocity for consoli-
dated, dry sandstone is equal to 0.15 m/ns; the estimation from the WARR velocities (i.e.,
0.045–0.065 m/ns) shows that the rock mass (i.e., blocks of flysch sandstones) is fractured
and fissures are filled with water or are colmatated with wet clay.

www.viy.ua
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Figure 5. Selected results of WARR measurements carried out along profile GPR-2: (A) from 0m to 10m of profile; (B) from
40m to 50m of profile; (C) from 90m to 100m of profile.

Considering, geologically, that rock mass in the investigation site is built of thick
blocks (layers) of sandstones which are interbedded by thin layers of shale, the following
interpretation model was assumed: (a) effects generated in radargrams by solid sandstone
were the background for interpretation, (b) sandstone was covered by weathered material
and soil which should generate effects in radargrams with higher amplitudes to the depth
of a few meters, (c) layers of shales should generate in radargrams thin, linear effects with
mean amplitudes, (d) all high-amplitudes anomalies in radargrams should depict the dry
or water or wet clay filled fractures existed in sandstone.

In the next step of terrain measurements, GPR surveys with the use of 125 MHz
(Figure 6A) and 70 MHz antennae (Figure 6B) were performed along profile GPR-1.

In Figure 6A, high-amplitude anomalies can be observed to the depth of 1 m, region-
ally to 2 m, and they depict heterogeneities in the soil and weathered sandstone. These
heterogeneities may be correlated with the zones of higher porosity and water permeability
and, in such zones, easy infiltration of water from precipitation and melted snow to the
geological medium can be observed. The high value amplitudes in the near surface zones
reveal that these zones are saturated by water, especially from x = 40 m to x = 70 m and
between x = 83 and 104 m, as well as from x = 117 m to x = 128 m. Most important for the
underground water flow are the GPR anomalies located in greater depths—in Figure 6A
such a water saturated zone is easily noticed between x = 83 m and x = 104 m. Other
anomalies with higher amplitudes located along the whole profile between the depths of
2 m and 6 m may be correlated with the fractures filled with different amount of air, water
and clay.

In Figure 6B, high-amplitude anomalies were recorded in the near surface zone, to
the depth of approximately 2 m, and these anomalies were interpreted above. At greater
depths, interesting anomalies indicating water or wet clay saturated zones were noticed
between x = 0 m and x = 13 m, x = 37 and x = 85 m, as well as x = 115 m and x = 128 m.
Other anomalies with higher amplitudes may be correlated with fractured sandstone.

It is worth noting that in Figure 6A the most important anomaly was recorded between
x = 83 m and x = 104 m but in Figure 6B a decrease in amplitudes in this region is instead
observed. This phenomenon may be explained by the fact that the measurements using a
125 MHz antenna were carried out a few days before the measurements using the 70 MHz
antenna, and as water flowed down, it led to high-amplitude anomalies being observed in
the initial part of the profile (Figure 6B).

The results of the GPR surveys performed along profile GPR-2 were shown in
Figure 7A (for 125 MHz antenna) and Figure 7B (for 70 MHz antenna). The effects recorded
in radargrams in Figure 7 are quite different from those observed in Figure 6. This was
caused by a number of facts (Figure 2), i.e., (a) profile 1 was designed along a geological
medium highly changed by anthropogenic activity—profile 2 was designed over natural ge-
ological structures, (b) profile 1 was located on soil—profile 2 was located on a road covered
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by asphalt, (c) profile 1 was designed along a slope of the Szyndzielnia mountain—profile 2
was designed perpendicularly to this slope.
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In Figure 7A, the high-amplitude reflections in the near surface zone (to the depth of
1–2 m) change their characteristic at x = 70–75 m. In the first part of the profile, 2 amplitudes
are higher and the anomaly reaches deeper which may be caused by different constructions
or different disintegrations of the basement of the road before and behind the turn (Figure 2).
At greater depths, only one important anomaly may be distinguished, i.e., between x = 50 m
and x = 70 m. It is highly likely that this anomaly depicts the fractured zone which carries
the underground water from the Szyndzielnia mountain.

In Figure 7B, the distribution of anomalies at greater depths is different than that of
anomalies observed in Figure 7A. Anomalies with very high amplitudes were recorded
along the whole profile with a gap between x = 67 m and x = 93 m. Such distribution of
anomalies might, theoretically, depict a large fractured zone filled with water. Such inter-
pretation would be unreliable without additional information from boreholes or results
obtained by means of other geophysical methods. Therefore, the GPR surveys along profile
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GPR-2 with the use of 70 MHz antenna were repeated, along the first part of profile from
x = 0 m to x = 55 m. Rather than standard (i.e., co-pole) orientation of antennae, measure-
ments were recorded with the application of different antennae orientations (Figure 8).
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The majority of the georadar systems that are currently available on the market only
permit surveys using a standard orientation of antennae (Figure 8A—option A1) and,
consequently, one polarisation of electromagnetic (EM) wave. This is caused by putting
both antennae in a bistatic system into one shielded hosting. In the VIY georadar, only one
70 MHz antenna is mounted in separated, shielded boxes so these antennae enable surveys
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to be conducted with different antennae orientations (Figure 8). Due to the limitations
of this paper, the theoretical description of the of EM waves propagation with different
polarizations in geological media was omitted. Readers interested in this problem may
find adequate information in geophysical literature [22–25].

In Figure 9A, in the same zone, several anomalous subzones are discernible; there
may be divided into 6 subzones, i.e.,:

• subzones I and II—anomalies with low energies—navy blue colour and light blue
colour—these subzones will be correlated with unfractured sandstone, but the navy
blue colour (I) refers to homogenous sandstone and the light blue colour (II) refers to
sandstone with some heterogeneities;

• subzones III and IV—anomalies with average energies—yellow colour and green
colour—these subzones will be correlated with presence of dry fractures (fractures
filled with air) in sandstone, but the yellow colour (III) refers to a lower level of
fracturing and the green colour (IV) refers to a higher level of fracturing;

• subzones V and VI—anomalies with high energies—red colour and violet colour—
these subzones will be correlated with the presence of wet fractures (fractures filled
with water) in sandstone, but the red colour (V) refers to a lower level of water
saturation in fractures and the violet colour (VI) refers to a higher level of water
saturation in fractures.

In Figure 9A, fractured zones are identified along the whole profile to the depth of
approximately 8 m; these zones were created by weathering processes. Unfortunately,
the GPR method did not deliver information for several meters. Two main underground
water channels are located between x = 14–19 m and z = 2–8 m and between x = 49–53 m
and z = 2–6 m. Other smaller water channels are distributed between x = 27–49 m and
z = 2–6 m.

In Figure 9B, only a part of the aforementioned underground water channels was
confirmed. Such configuration of antennae located the main water channels between
x = 24–38 m and z = 2–5 m and between x = 51–53 m and z = 1–7 m. An interesting
observation is an appearance of linear anomalies at greater depths—these anomalies may
depict the interbedings of shale in sandstone or the horizontal dividing of blocks.

In Figure 9C, two main water channels may be distinguished between x = 4–7 m
and z = 1–6 m and between x = 12–16 m and z = 1–6 m; other smaller water channels are
distributed between x = 34–49 m and z = 1–3 m. At greater depths, linear anomalies, which
appear in Figure 9B, are more pronounced and their interpretation is presented above.

In Figure 9D, the main water channels are located between x = 28–36 m and z = 1–3 m
and between x = 44–55 m and z = 1–5 m. Linear anomalies also appear but they are not as
clear as in Figure 9C.

In Figure 9E, the highest number of anomalies appeared which indicated the presence
of a dozen or so small water channels located along the whole profile, to the depth of
approximately 8–10 m. Linear anomalies are only partly visible in this radargram.

In Figure 9F, a few underground water channels may be distinguish in the near
surface zone, to the depth of approximately 6 m. Linear anomalies almost disappear in
this radargram.

A general conclusion which may be drawn on the basis of the analysis of the radar-
grams presented in Figure 9 is as follows: (a) standard co-pole orientation of antennae
delivers only general information even after the application of advanced processing,
(b) the majority of anomalies were distinguished using a cross-pole polarisation of anten-
nae, (c) the most valuable information from greater depths delivered end-fire polarization [26].
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3.2. ERT Surveys

An ERT survey was carried out along the profile lines 1 and 2 (Figure 2). The total
length of the profile lines were 128 m and 110 m, respectively.

The ERT surveys were made with the basic electrode spacing ∆x = 2 m, where lengths
of current and potential dipoles were a = 1, 2, 5, 9, 14 ∆x and a separation factor n, which is
the ratio of the distance between the current and potential dipole, equals n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.
These parameters resulted in a proper depth and resolution for the necessary investiga-
tions [27]. The dipole-dipole array was used to obtain the best horizontal resolution [28–32].
The ERT survey was carried out using Ares II resistivity meter [33].

The obtained apparent resistivity datasets were inverted using the Res2dinv of
Geotomo Software [34]. In order to reduce the influence of the terrain’s morphology
on the measurements, the collected terrain morphology data was used during the inversion
process [34–39]. During the inversion process, two methods, L1-norm (robust and blocky)
and L2-norm (smooth), were tested. The first method typically produces geoelectrical mod-
els with much sharper boundaries between resistivity zones and the second one normally
yields more blurry boundaries [29]. In the following case, the robust inversion method [34]
was applied to the field data, which provided a lower value of the root mean square error
(RMS) than the L-2 norm inversion method.

The field data inversion results were shown as a 2D resistivity cross-section in
Figures 10 and 11. Information gathered from piezometers about the water table level
was also superposed on the figures.

The field data was inverted with using Res2dinv software [29,30]. A robust inver-
sion [34] was applied to the field data. The inversion results are shown in leakage zone
no. I–II and the CCR cross-section (which is discussed in Section 3.3) were also superimposed.

In the resistivity cross-sections, the relatively low anomalies (“L1” to “L5”) and high
resistivity anomalies from “H0” to “H3” are distinguishable.

The high resistivity anomalies are in blocky form and were spotted for x = 22–33,
40–58, 89–110 m of the profile line. The anomalies are characterized by resistivity values
equal to approximately 10,000 Ωm. It is worth noting that the “H0” anomaly, located
between the H2 and H3 anomalies, has a very similar shape to the other “H” anomalies
but the resistivity value equals approximately 250 Ωm.

The low resistivity anomalies, “L1”–“L4” and “L6”, are located in the shallowest parts
of the studied area with one exception, where anomaly “L5” is approximately 10 m below
the ground surface. The anomalies’ resistivity value is within a range between 60–150 Ωm.
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From a geological point of view, the low resistivity anomalies “L1” to “L4” may
be interpreted as clay partly mixed with sands, which suggests the resistivity value is
approximately 1.6 times greater than that of typical pure clays. It is worth noting, that
the low resistivity anomalies are not completely homogeneous, which is especially visible
for the “L1” and “L3”zones. In the above-mentioned areas, the presence of pure clay
with a very low value of water permeability is noticeable. The “L5” anomaly should be
interpreted as highly fractured and saturated sandstone.

The high resistivity anomalies “H1”, “H2” and “H3” anomalies would appear to be sandstone.
In summary, the first geological layer consists of clay mixed with sands. The layer’s

thickness is variable and, with the exception of the “L” anomalies, is equal to approximately
4 m for x = 0–50 m and for 51–120 m is approximately two times smaller. The second
layer (sandstone), does not continue and occurs in blocky form. The thickness of the
sandstone is approximately 12 m. Gaps between the sandstone blocks are filled with the
material from the first layer. A discontinuity in the sandstone layer may be caused by an
erosion/suffusion process related to the water flow from the Szyndzielnia mountain or the
presence of tectonic forms like faults (cf. Figure 10). It is also highly probable that in the
first step, the sandstone layer was broken by the faults, which consequently intensified the
erosion process. Proof that the erosion/suffusion process (mainly water influence) is very
active nowadays is the “H0” anomaly, which has a blocky form (like sandstone) but the
resistivity value is approximately 40 times lower than the other sandstone cases.

As for the water flow in the studied area, it is worth noting that information from
piezometers indicates a decreasing water table level. This is probably connected with the
fault at x = 90 m, where the developing erosion process found a way for the underground
water flow along the fault plane. Thereupon, the fracture sandstone (“L5”) can be filled
by water. In general, the area from x = 80 m to x = 118 m of the profile line is mainly
responsible for the underground water flow. It is also probable that the water is in the
subsurface area in the “L2”, “L3” and “L3” clays.

In the next stage, the resistivity cross-section for profile 2 was analyzed (Figure 11).
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anomalies are distinguishable.
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The low resistivity anomalies are concentrated mainly in the profile canter (x = 33 m–68 m)
and continue throughout the whole profile’s depth. The anomalies are characterized by the
resistivity ranging from 25 Ωm to 250 Ωm.

The high resistivity anomalies “H1” and “H3” have a blocky form and appear between
x = 0–33 m and x = 80 m to the end profile in the subsurface zone. The anomaly “H2” lies
approximately 7 m below the ground surface. The resistivity range equals between 600 Ωm
and 6000 Ωm.

From a geological point of view, the high resistivity anomalies should be interpreted
as sandstone blocks. It would appear that the “H3” block is faulted. Faulting in case of
“H1” and “H3” sandstones is less probable. The “L” anomaly, in turn, is probably a highly
fractured sandstone.

Likewise in profile 1, zones most likely to be filled with water were picked. It is highly
probable that fractured sandstone from the “L1” zone is characterized by a relatively high
water permeability and consists of a way for the water to flow from the Szyndzielnia Pick.
It is worth noting that approximately 6 m below the ground surface the structural anomaly
“St”, which is probably a form of underground channel where water has a relatively easy
path to flow. This conclusion seems probable because at the “St” structure’s end, the very
low anomaly “L0” is spotted, which is related to water saturation.

3.3. CCR Surveys

Over the past few years, in the field of shallow geophysical investigations, the
capacitively-coupled resistivity method (also referred to as the CCR method) has been one
of the fast-growing geophysical research techniques [40,41].

CCR, like ERT methods, allows for an estimate of the ground’s apparent resistivity
value but the main difference is in the acquisition process, where the measurement is
realised using cumbersome galvanic electrodes, which are pulled along on the ground by
a small vehicle or by a single person. The measurement can be carried out in 2D or 3D
geometry and provides readings from a geological medium up to a few meters [42,43].

The most important advantage of this method is the possibility to collect data quickly
in an almost continuous way, which is indirectly connected with the lack of requirement
to apply metal sticks into or on the ground. Furthermore, the horizontal resolution in
the method is high and it is increased when the measurement is performed at a smaller
velocity, for example by a single person.

One weakness of this method is the user is limited to only one measurement array, the
dipole-dipole array, which is sensitive to noise [44–46].

The CCR measurements were carried out in the continuous mode. The OhmMapper
geometry was set up using three receivers (Rx1–Rx3) and a standard single transmitter Tx.
The applied settings are shown in Figure 12 below.
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The detailed geometry of the OhmMapper array was shown below in Table 1.
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Table 1. Geometry of the OhmMapper applied during the measurements.

Measuring
Series

Rx3
(m)

Rx2
(m)

Rx1
(m)

S
(m)

Tx
(m)

Receivers
Number

1 - - 5 5 5 1
2 - - 5 10 5 1
3 - - 5 15 5 1
4 - - 10 10 10 1
5 - - 10 15 10 1
6 - 7.5 5 5 5 2
7 - 7.5 5 10 5 2
8 - 7.5 5 15 5 2
9 10 7.5 5 5 5 3

10 10 7.5 5 10 5 3

In the next stage, the obtained field data was analysed using OhmImager (Data
analysis applet). In the software, the following steps were applied: firstly, the data was
examined, then the accuracy of the geometry was checked and, in some cases, adjusted.
Secondly, the erroneous data was removed in two ways by deleting the individual pieces
of data and by using a median filter [47].

Finally, the CCR data was exported in a format compatible with Res2dInv software,
where the inversion process was performed. All of the inversion parameters were identical
to those in the ERT data case.

In order to enable a comparison of the CCR and ERT data, both cross-sections were
shown (Figure 13). Additionally, the ERT depth investigation was limited to 5 m below the
ground surface, which is the CCR maximum depth of the investigation. It is worth noting
that the measurements were not carried out at the same time. The CCR measurements
were performed on 15th October and the ERT measurements on 5th November 2020.

Similar to the previous case, the relatively high resistivity anomalies (“H1” to “H4”)
and the low resistivity anomalies, which are interpreted sequentially as sandstones and
mixture of sands and clays, were detected.

In general, the considered resistivity sections are quite similar up to roughly the
80th meter of the profile line. In the rest of the profile, some changes are observed. First of
all, the “L3” anomaly (clays and sands) in the CCR cross-section has a higher resistivity
value and a smaller size than in the ERT profile. Secondly, significant changes are observed
in sandstone “H0”. The aforementioned sandstone block is interrupted by a low resistivity
anomaly which narrows with increasing depth. Finally, sandstone “H3” was not detected
in the CCR cross-section.

In terms of identifying where the presence of faults may be in the CCR cross-section,
it is not possible to recognize a fault for x = 80 m and x = 110 m of the profile line. These
measurements also revealed faults for x = 120 m.

These changes in the resistivity distribution can be partly explained by the fact that the
CCR and ERT methods reflect resistivity distribution in slightly different ways, yet it seems
more probable that the changes in the resistivity distribution are caused by a very active
water flow, especially from x = 60 to x = 120 m of the profile length. The above observations
prove that the discussed area is fractured and the water flow is dynamic over time.
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Figure 13. Inverted resistivity cross-section for the CCR method (above) and ERT method (below);
RMS = 11.36% (CCR) and 6.37% (ERT).

3.4. Seismic Surveys

High resolution seismic reflection surveys were carried out as supplementary mea-
surements for the GPR, ERT and CCR surveys. The GPR techniques delivered information
about the geological medium to a maximum depth of 16 m, but the main anomalies were
detected between the surface and a depth of approximately 10 m. The ERT and CCR
techniques allowed for the detection of anomalies to a maximum depth of 8 m. In such
situations, seismic surveys should deliver data from depths greater than 10 m. As described
in the introduction, the geological investigations revealed in greater depths the presence
of sandstones and mudstone shale formations. Additionally, in the subsoil of the dam,
faults and highly fractured rocks occurred. Therefore, the goal of seismic surveys was the
detection of the main geological layers and the identification of the faults.

For the seismic surveys, two measurement methods were applied, i.e.,: (a) the High
Resolution Reflection Seismic (HRRS) method which is the method of choice for this study
and (b) a new method proposed by the authors, i.e., using surface waves (SW). The SW
technique should not be confused with MASW as it is based on the study of the local
attenuation of surface waves by geological heterogeneity, especially that of faults.

The particularity and difficulty of the HRRS method (in comparison with the “classic”
deep seismic methodology) lies in the fact that the signals reflected from shallow targets are
generally mixed with a background of coherent noise (CN), i.e., surface waves, ground-roll,
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refractions and air coupled waves. Therefore, the primary way to discover the researched
shallow reflections is to find the so-called Optimum Offset Window (OOW), that is, the
offset interval where the reflection/CN is most favorable. In addition, it is necessary to
dispose the data of sufficiently high frequency in order to distinguish the shallow reflections
in the background of the CN. During the acquisition, the closest offset was kept constant
(the source and receivers were rolled by the receiver spacing) in order to maintain a constant
value of the OOW.

It should be pointed out that the decrease of the depth of interest does not facilitate
the work to be done, as could be expected. That is why the progress of the HRSR method is
measured by the decrease of the shallowest prospected depth. In this context, the targeted
depth of boundary “A” close to 4–5 m is quite small and such case is referred to as Very
High Resolution Reflection Seismic (VHRRS) [48,49].

In terms of the pulse-echo imaging device, a seismic CDP (Common Depth Point)
gather is equivalent to the sounding with the synthetic aperture array of dimension D
(close to the OOW’s length) focused, by using a normal move out, at the subsurface point
known as the CDP at depth d [22]. The results of processing are equivalent to sounding
with a point probe, moving along the profile, focused at a given CDP. The set of traces
presented as a function of the CDP position gives the final output image (Figure 14). The
image lateral resolution is assumed to be equal to the Fresnel radius (λd/2)0.5, where λa is
the apparent processed acoustic wavelength, defined as: ∆a = Vrms/fd (where Vrms is the
stacking velocity, fd is the dominant signal frequency and d indicates the depth). The depth
resolution δr within the first detected layer may be estimated as equal to l/4λa. Finally,
achieving appropriate depth and lateral resolutions requires the use of short wavelengths
i.e., high frequencies [50]. Since ground absorption increases with frequency, the highest
exploitable frequency is always limited and mostly depends of the source used.

In the presented study, the optimal solution was to use a wide-banded explosive type
of Betsy gun or a shotgun but the use of such source was prohibited on site because of its
destructive nature. Finally, a sledgehammer (one blow, no stacking) was used as the source.

The HRRS profile was conducted along the line indicated in Figure 2, but it was short-
ened to 110 m in compression with the GPR profile (128 m). The acquisition was carried
out using a 48-channel Geometrics Strata Visor NZXP seismograph. End-off geometry was
applied in order to get better velocity estimation.

Acquisition was carried out using 26-Hz geophones in order to reach a compromise
between the primary low-cut suppression of the ground-roll [50] and the greatest depth
possible (this requires smaller frequencies since the ground absorption increases with
frequency). The nearest offset, chosen with respect to the depths of the researched boundary
“A”, was set to 1 m. According to the principles used for the research of anomalies [51],
the geophone spacing was set to 1 m, yielding a CDP resolution of 0.5 m. The profile
was processed using Winses18 software [52] and applying the HRRS CDP processing
flow, namely: input band pass filtering, first arrival and air-coupled wave muting, FK
filtering, scaling, optimum offset window apply (offset windowing), velocity analysis,
NMO correction, CDP stacking, post-stack band pass filtering. The acquisition geometry
and obtained resolutions in layer I are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Geometry and basic resolutions of two HRS profiles.

Geophones Source Number of
Shots

Minimum
Source

Receive Offset

Geophone
Spacing

CDP
Spacing

Achieved
Dominating
Frequency
in Stacked

Section
fd

Dominating
Wavelength
in the First

Layer
λd

Depth
Resolution
in the First

Layer
δr

Lateral
Resolution
at Depth of

Boundary “A”
δx

26 Hz
Sledge

hammer
5 kg

126 1 m 1 m 0.5 m 100 Hz 3 m from 0.75 m
to 1.5 m 2.4 m
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The obtained seismic sections and its interpretation are shown in Figure 14. During
signal processing it was found that the OOW for boundary “A” fits the offset interval
between 3 m and 8 m, however for the subsequent boundaries, the OOW starts from 15 m.
Therefore, the results are presented on two separate sections (Figure 14A,B).
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The obtained results indicate the presence of three main layers marked I, II, III and
this depth of layer I correlates with the depth previously obtained by the ERT technique
(see Figure 10). The obtained interval velocities for layers I, II and III, and their geological
interpretation are shown in Table 3 and illustrated in Figure 14 (on the right). These
velocities were independently checked by refraction and provide similar results. It can
be observed that the event noted as boundary “C” can constitute multiple reflections of
boundary “B” and, therefore, it may not be considered as a geological boundary. The
observed increase of the depth of boundaries “A”, “B” and “C” in the final part of the
profile is caused by sloping of the profile (no static correction for this sloping is introduced);
in fact the detected boundaries are not sloping.

Table 3. Interval velocities in layers I, II and III obtained from CDP = 302 and from refraction (one
arbitrarily chosen shot #21).

Velocities Obtained from
HRSR

Velocities Obtained from
Refraction from Shot #21

layer Material Depth Interval P
Velocity Depth Velocity

I sand 4–5 m 700–1000
m/s 6 m 700 m/s

II clay 13–15 m 2000–2200
m/s 15 m 1700 m/s

III Saturated
ground >50 m >3000 m/s - -

It is worth noting that the boundaries “A” and “B” display numerous discontinuities
which can be interpreted as shallow faults. These faults were previously detected by the
ERT technique. This suggests that dam leakage (which is in the origin of this study) may
be caused by the presence of the faults.

The MASW method [53] includes four stages: acquisition of the seismic signal, ex-
traction of the surface wave (SW), determination of its velocity dispersion and, finally, its
inversion. The method proposed in the paper named MASW-a, begins with the same first
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two stages. In the third stage, the instantaneous amplitude A(x) of the SW is determined as
a function of the profile position “x” (directly in the time domain via Hilbert transform).
The method is based on the assumption that each fault (or another “obstacle”) causes
additional local SW attenuation at the fault’s position. Thus, the fourth stage consists in
determining the local SW attenuation αlocal(x) as:

αlocal(x)db = 8.63ln(A(x))/A(x + ∆x) (1)

where:αlocal(x) can be interpreted as the modulus of the transfer function between the SW
signals recorded at the neighbouring points “x” and “x + ∆x” (∆x indicates the geophone
spacing). Therefore, the abnormal increase a(x) may be interpreted as the fault presence
symptom. The MASW-a method is developed and successfully used in the detection and
tracking of cracks in nuclear plants in France [42,44]. In this study, the method is transposed
to the seismic domain in order to perform fault detection along the prospected profile. This
is the first test for this novel and original approach in the seismic domain.

The αlocal(x) parameter was obtained by using the following processing flow: the
band-pass filtering in 30–60 kHz (a bandwidth of the SW), FK filtering in interval of the
SW velocities 300–600 m/s, (the SW velocities), the A(x) determination and, finally, the
alocal(x) computed by using (equation1). Within this frequency band, the SW penetration
(which can be assumed to be an SW wave length), can be estimated at 20 m. The obtained
results are presented in Figure 15A,B. Notice that for the rolling of the acquisition channels,
the anomalies of the SW associated with a given profile position form a vertical line. This
is clearly seen in Figure 15A. In order to improve the alocal(x) reliability, the alocal(x)
values obtained from each shot are stacked and the final result is shown in Figure 15B.
It follows from this result that the most significant anomalies are located in the regions
marked in Figure 15A,B. Both positions of anomalies correlate well with the faults indi-
cated in Figure 14A,B. In general, the obtained results indicate that αlocal(x) can help in
classifying the faults quantitively and such classification is not possible through a classic
seismic section.
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4. Complex Interpretation and Discussion

The studied area is characterized by complex hydrological phenomenon connected
with the underground water flow. The mentioned phenomena are on the geological
background, which is poorly recognized with the use of the methods applied in the 20’s
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and 30’s [3,4]. Furthermore, based on this incomplete and simplified information, in order
to gather the underground and surface water, the drainage system was designed. The
system in theory should provide a greater stability of the construction. Unfortunately, these
actions was not effective. Thereupon, to recognize geological structure and point the water
paths the geophysical measurements were carried out. The scope of study is very local
because the mentioned early problem is focused in the SE part of the dam.

In turn of the geophysical point of view The first layer is characterized by a resistivity
value from 60 Ωm to 150 Ωm and a velocity ranging between 700 m/s and 1000 m/s. The
layer thickness is diversified and It equals 4 m for x = 0–50 m and 2 m for the rest of the
profile, which is confirmed by all applied methods.

From a geological point of view, the first layer cannot be interpreted as clear clay,
which suggests the raised resistivity value obtained from the CCR and ERT methods. In the
case, where the presence of the weathered diluvial sediments will be taken in consideration,
the raised resistivity value is explainable. Additionally, the GPR method shows that high-
amplitude anomalies are present in the layer, which indicates that the medium is porous
and it can be filled by water from precipitation and/or melted snow. The early presumption
is confirmed by the results of the seismic interpretation, where the decrease of the velocity
is spotted.

The second layer is characterized by a resistivity value of up to approximately
10,000 Ωm and a velocity of approximately 2000 m/s. Based on the high resistivity and
velocity and the available geological information, the second layer should be interpreted
as a fractured sandstone. Both methods indicate that the layer has a thickness of approxi-
mately 12 m. Additionally, the ERT method proves that the layer is not continuous and has
a rather blocky form. The gaps between the sandstone blocks are filled with the first layer
material. Based on the ERT results, it is possible to say that the blocky forms of sandstones
are caused by faults. This assumption was confirmed by the seismic results. In the matter
of the presence of the layers of shales, there is no indication that the layer is present, which
is connected with the fact that the mentioned layer is probably too thin to be detected by
any of the applied geophysical methods.

Within the second layer, a sublayer draws attention is characterized by a resistivity of
up to 150 Ωm and a velocity of approximately 3000 m/s. Based on the ERT interpretation,
it cannot be said that the layer is definitely dry and fractured sandstone from a geological
point of view. Unless, it will be assumed that the layer is extremely fractured and filled
with water. Based on information from the drillings the mentioned layers is yellow and
yellow-grey fractured sandstone.

In order to indicate the areas of water presence/flows, the interpreted results of the
electrical and electromagnetics methods (ERT, CCR, GPR) were chosen. The selected
methods are sensitive to the humidity changes in the geological medium. It is worth noting
that conducting analysis of the risk zones is based only on the geophysical results.

Generally, It can be said that the area in the dam forefield is very active, when it comes
to issues of the water flow. In the discussed case, the CCR and GPR methods provide
valuable insight because the GPR measurements (125 MHz and 70 MHz antenna) were
performed several days apart. In turn, the ERT measurement was carried out over 20 days
after the CCR readings. Both methods show that the electromagnetic properties of the
medium are changing over time, which proves that the water flow in the studied area is
currently very active and it tends to change.

At first glance, the ERT results suggest that the water flow in this area may be con-
nected with the fault for x = 90 m, where the developing erosion process found its way
for the underground water flow along the fault planes. Hence, it is highly probable that
the “L5” sandstone is saturated, which suggests the resistivity value. Reasons why the
mentioned sandstone is saturated, can be picked out a few. First of all, it can be connected
with the water flow through the slope area from the Szyndzielnia pick (what is possible
based on the performed geological settings analysis). Next, the surface water infiltrates into
the ground and next finds the way through the fault planes. The assumption is confirmed
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indirectly by the developing submission process at the slope and logging the changing
water level in the piezometers. On the other hand, the presented hypothesis is disproved
by the fact the water level in the piezometers system is rising even without precipitation
in this very area. So, the second reason, which explains the water presence in the ground
behind the dam construction, is the water flow under the dam constructed in the body of
the highly fractured sandstone and the faults planes. On the other hand, the following
hypothesis does not explain why the suffusion zones appear in the slope. Therefore, the
most probable theory is that water presence is connected with the two early mentioned
factors. The water flows the Szyndzielnia pick and enhances the developing suffusion
process in the dam forefield. In the next step water flows down and saturated the fractured
sandstone. At once, during the new water flows to the dam reservoir, connected with the
precipitation in the nearby mountains, causes increasing water mase in the reservoir, which
infiltrated through the flysch reservoir bed and the water is expressed on the other side of
the dam. The all mentioned variables compound the dam technical condition.

To sum up, In connection with the above, the most probable main risk zone for the
dam is the area where x = 40 m to x = 70 m, x = 80 m to x = 118 m and x = 117 m to x = 128 m
of the profile length.

In profile 2, only the GPR and ERT readings were conducted. The mentioned cir-
cumstances are connected with the fact that accessibility to the area is limited. it is worth
emphasizing that the above-mentioned area has not been transformed by humans, as was
the case with the area at profile 1.

The ERT method indicates that the “H1” and “H3” anomaly lie practically below the
ground surface. The anomalies are characterized by the resistivity value from 600 Ωm
to 6000 Ωm. Based on the available information about the Carpathian flysch [54], in the
studied area, the high resistivity anomalies should be interpreted as the sandstone blocks.
The “H3” anomaly, located 6 m below the ground surface and it is also sandstone in the
blocky form.

The relatively low resistivity anomaly (green color), characterized by the resistivity
value about 250 Ωm. Similar to profile 1, the anomaly may be interpreted as the yellow and
yellow-grey highly fractured sandstone. This assumption is indirectly confirmed by the
results of the GPR method, where the GPR method recorded the high-amplitude anomaly.

In the case of the water flow in the P2 area, the ERT method suggests that the “L1”
zone (x = 33 to x = 68 m) may be where water flows down from the Szyndzielnia slope,
and this phenomenon decreases the registered resistivity value. This fact confirmed the
high-amplitude anomaly identified using the GPR method. In addition, applying the mixed
pole GPR methodology enabled the identification of underground channels for depths
between 1 and 5 m, depending on the type of antenna orientation used. The ERT was only
able to identify the anomaly “St” between the ground surface and 6 m below it, which is
most likely for this kind of underground structure. This seems to be confirmed, because
at the “St” structure end, the very low anomaly, “L0”, is spotted, which is connected
with the water saturation. It is also probable that “L0” anomaly is the inversion process
artefact [29,34], which in practice means that near the high resistivity anomalies, the low
resistivity anomalies may appear and vice versa. However, in this case the anomaly should
be connected with the water flow, which indicates the GPR results.

In the matter of our results comparison with the other papers in the similar topic. We
do not find any literature references that described the issue of the water flow/leakage
from a dam located within the Carpathian flysch belt. We are also not able to find paper
showing leakage propagation with the use of fault planes. Nevertheless, there are a lot
of publications about geomorphic hazards in the mentioned region e.g., [54–57]. As an
example, can be enumerate landslides, suffusion process, water erosion which is connected
directly with the study area.

In the case of applied the geophysical method to detect a potential leakage zones from
a dam construction. In the shown examples the most frequently used method is Electrical
Resistivity Tomography [58–63]. With the use of the ERT, the paper’s authors were able
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to find leaks in the strict vicinity of a dam. In most cases, the anomaly has a relatively
low resistivity character. In the papers, we noticed that the 4D ERT tomography is also
applied [64,65]. In the shown case this approach was also efficient, but it was realized by
comparing the ERT and CCR data. Other geophysical methods (GPR, seismic, CCR) are
used less frequently but in our case it’s allowed to limit the interpretation ambiguity.

Additionally, based on the performed measurements we can provide a very initial
methodology that may turn out to be optimal in the matter of the leakage identification.
First of all, the general physical properties in the medium should be recognized. It can be
realized by applying the ERT method and seismic method. The methods allow to recognize
the medium with the proper depth of investigation and also are sensitive to the difference
in physical parameters like resistivity and the waves speed. Next step should be connected
with the detailing of the studied area. It can be provided by applying the GPR method.
Additionally, the method decides if the medium is water filled or contains clay. Probably
the best way to catch the area of water flow is to apply 4D ERT.

In turn the CCR method can be applied as the method to recognize medium along the
profiles with the bigger length. The method should be checked in more cases as far as it is
comparable with the ERT method.

General conclusions are shown in the next section.

5. Conclusions

The applied geophysical methods were utilized over the subject area to build a detailed
model of the physical properties distribution which was transformed into a geological
model in order to find a way of the water flow.

The applied wide spectrum of geophysical methods characterized by different depths
of investigation, vertical and horizontal resolution and sensitivity for other physical param-
eters reduced the interpretation ambiguity and ensured a more reliable geological model.

For the parallel profile line (1) to Szyndzielnia slope, three main geophysical/geological
layers were identified. The first layer, the shallowest one, should be interpreted as clay
partly mixed with weathered diluvial sediments. Additionally, this layer is porous and
saturated with water.

The second layer is not continuous, containing faulted, blocky sandstone. Any am-
biguity of interpretation regarding the location and presence of the faults was limited by
adopting the seismic method. Additionally, the performed research indicated that the
water flows are mainly concentrated in the faults plane for x = 90 m. The water level in
this area is very changeable, which is proved by the GPR and ERT results which were
performed at different times. It is worth noting that the water from the second layer flows
to the third layer mainly through the faults system and is connected with the sandstone
cracks. The main reason that the construction is damaging is the fact that water also flows
under the dam and then is expressed through the fault plane in sandstone layers. The
mentioned phenomena is especially active during the high water level in the reservoir,
when the water mass is pressing through the faulted flysch bed and then it is manifested
through the increasing water level in the piezometers.

In the center part of the perpendicular profile line (2), a zone with high water per-
meability was detected, which is the main route for water flowing from the Szyndzielnia
peak. Additionally, due to the non-standard antennae orientation in the GPR method, the
underground paths of water flows were detected. The ERT method was able to detect only
one of these.

In general, the studied area is very active from the point of view of underground water
migration. The best method to observe changes in this matter is to conduct 4D geophysical
measurements (monitoring) in the chosen profiles. It is worth noting that the ERT, CCR and
GPR methods, all of which were applied at different times, showed that this methodology
can be successful in terms of studies of underground water flow.

From a methodical point of view it was noted that the main findings from this work
show that a single sledgehammer blow and the use of 26 geophones is potentially sufficient
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to achieve the depth of boundary “B” (layer 2–3). If a higher resolution is required, the
higher signal spectrum should be exploited and a source such as a Betsy gun, shotgun
or small portable vibrator should be used. Note that the same acquisition setup can also
independently provide the seismic data for the MASW-a method and, as well for the classic
MASW which is not examined in this paper.

The next step of research is planning to conduct more geophysical measurements to
create a more detailed model of the dam forefield. Assumedly, it allows a better way to
recognize the fault system.
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